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TokenMinds NFT Sale
Strategy
TokenMinds provide a one-stop solution for NFT projects. We are focused
on helping entrepreneurs secure capital and building cutting-edge
blockchain solutions.

WHAT WE DO

Project
Planning

Smart Contract
Development

Marketing
Build-up

NFT
Sale/Drop

PROJECT PLANNING
TokenMinds provide a project plan based on the NFT
project details, including:
● Smart Contract Development
● Community/Social Media Set-up
● Marketing Strategy
● NFT Sale Advisory
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Due Dilligence Study

We need to learn in the in-house team about the details of the projects and
make a detailed plan based on NFT design, story, roadmap to make sure our
plan targets the right NFT audiences. As an introductory learning lesson, we
kick-start marketing by targeting the right people.

TokenMinds’ team will execute a throughout plan based on the study of each
project with the right influencers, airdrop audience, contents, and community
strategy to work on and walk through it with project teams before the
marketing kick start.

Smart Contract Development
TokenMinds specializes in developing highly secure and reliable NFT Smart contracts. The experts
here can also assist you in after-deployment support.
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Smart Contract Development
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We create smart contracts for NFT minting
on net blockchains such as Ethereum,
Polygon, Solana, Binance.
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Web Development & Design
We create a one-page website hosted on
your domain with mobile responsive
design, load speed optimization, and SSL
security.
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Generative Artwork Solution
We create an algorithm to generate unique
artwork images based on variables such as
background, avatar characteristics, and colors
to ensure the uniqueness of each NFT.

Integrations
We integrate Metamask so users can
interact with the smart contract through
Web3 and mint the NFTs on your website for
a set fee.

After-deployment Support
We offer projects one month support for the smart contract development,

Smart Contract
Debug

Website
Maintenance

including:

Calls to Solve
Issues

Community Management
COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT SERVICES

We help you build, manage, and grow your community channels to the desired size, including nurturing existing members and preventing spam and
misuse.

Community Hype Strategies

Community Administration

Social Media Content and Twitter Growth

Contest/Events Setup

Social Media Content &
Twitter Follower Growth

Social Media Content Creation

Social Media Growth

Weekly Performance Report

TokenMinds will have the expert content team work on social media content creation
management. As well as an organic solution for Twitter followers growing.

Crypto Influencer Promotion
We will make custom posts for each publication written by an experienced blockchain writer and help with posting on crypto investor groups
and channels.

Target the right audience

We help you locating the right fit with groups and communities
who might be interested in your project.

Organize Promotional Content

We will organize everything including the content,
communication with each channel, and all other steps.

Reports and data collection

We will provide reporting on data including impressions,
performance, etc.

Crypto Influencer Promotion

We will target the right influencer channels
that fit the project concept and designs, for
YouTube, Twitter, and AMA promotion.

TARGET

Content

We will create professional content written
by experienced blockchain writing team to
attract and get higher conversion rate.

Tracking
We will keep tracking the
performance of each influencer
post.

CONSULTATION

We’ll do the consulting on the
influencer outreach strategy to
make the best plan for the whole
marketing.

Crypto Media Publication
Publications on top crypto investor target blogs such as NewsBTC, CoinSpeaker, BitcoinGarden, and Bitcoin Insider.
Worldwide crypto media to reach out to millions of crypto fans
and potential investors.
Unique PR/articles created for different crypto media (up to 10
different free content pieces provided).
Cutomized graphic ideas for the different topis of articles.
Reach more than 100K investor’ pools on the crypto media
platforms easily.

Crypto Forums/Platform
Publication

We help share your project on the most popular forums, social media groups, decentralized
platforms, including BitcoinTalk, Reddit, Facebook groups, etc.
We will help you share on multiple Reddit channels and target

20+

over 20k+ crypto fans using customized contents.

Reddit Channels

6+

10+
We help you posting the content of your
project on the main forums such as
Bitcointalk, Bitcoingarden, Bitcoin.com.

Main Blockchain
Forums

Decentralized
Platforms

100+
Facebook Groups

We will register you accounts on decentralized platforms
such as Minds, Sphere Social, Hyperspace, Somee.
100+ Facebook blockchain groups and reach over 200K
members with customized promotion posts.

Airdrop/Bounty

Airdrop/Bounty to get initial Exposure
The beginning is always difficult. TokenMinds has experienced an
airdrop/bounty support team to get members to join and follow
from the beginning of the project's start.

Join TG/DC

Follow and RT

Post Content

Post Videos

Help to Promote

Crypto Ads Management

We help you increase the number of
community and social media followers by
running high quality ads management.

Ads Plan
We will provide you with an overview plan on the ads promotion
such as platforms, budgets, targets, etc.

Ads Promotion

Setting up and managing campaigns for one landing page on one
ad networks of your choice.

Ads Performance Report

We will provide the daily reports and will keep optimizing the ads
camppaigns.

NFT Sales Stategy Advisory

Marketing
Coordination

Weekly Review
& Reporting Call

Daily Support
& KPI Tracking

WHY TOKENMINDS

Over 30 NFT
PROJECTS
SUPPORTED

100,000 ACQUIRED
PARTICIPANTS

$35MM RAISED

SUCESS CASES
BIRDCHAIN

$3.7 MM RAISED
+ View full Case study in Brochure

REMME

$20 MM RAISED
+ View full Case study in Brochure

BEZANT

$27 MM RAISED
+ View full Case study in Brochure
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!
Please feel free to contact us if you have any questions.

Department: Strategy

